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So, are you in,
or are you out?

F

or most readers this might
be something that you only
see on the news, but for
some of those reading this
might be something of value. Prime
Minister David Cameron has announced a referendum on whether
Britain should remain in the European Union to be held on 23rd June
2016. This is still a couple of months
away. Nevertheless, with an issue
this important you do not want to
miss the opportunity to make some
history.
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Editorial
The second half of the Lent term
has proved intensely short. The
school community has squeezed
into four short weeks not only the
emerging pressure of coursework
deadlines, not only the emotional
realisation of forthcoming exams,
but it has also packed in the vitality
of the emergent spring season. The
day has crossed the penumbra from
cold dark nights into beaming sunrise—the year has truly, and physically begun.

And so fast movement, especially in such a short time, is essential.
Nevertheless, I have rarely been
one to pursue academic revision at
the total expense of enjoying the
learning experience, and I often call
to mind the wise words imparted to
me that, “If its not fun, it’s not worth
doing”. Well, I, and my peers from
the Sixth Form, have altered that
maxim a little—we do have very
The issue of the European Union has always been a controversial one in Britain. Britain important exams after all; we juggle
had a referendum in 1975 shortly after it had joined the EU. The country voted to stay in
our hobbies and interests where we
then but there have been growing calls, from the public and politicians, for another vote
can. The Cloister, of course, is just
because, they argue, the EU has changed a lot over the past 40 years, with many more
one of them. Written in the short
countries joining and the organization extending its control over more aspects of daily
moments they have to hand, the
lives, and an increased restriction on government policies. As I’ve said before much has
Cloister team has produced another
changed since then. The European Union now involves 28 European countries and has
expertly written selection of articles
on a range of topics. May they,
(Continues on Page 4)
along with the wind at your back
and gleaming sun overhead, launch
“IN MY DAY WE COULD ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTIPLY—THE LOT”
you into a productive, though also
THE 18 YEAR OLDS WHO ABANDONED ALGEBRA FOR SEWING — PAGE 2
contemplative, Easter holiday.
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Things To Do At Mount Kelly
1) Play Sport — Last weekend, I played the last competitive hockey fixture that I will ever play as a schoolboy (in case you’re interested, we thrashed West Buckland 8-3). Feeling sentimental, I began to think of all
the memories I’ve made on an array of sports pitches during my time at Kelly. Whether it be scoring my
one and only half century on the cricket square, or spending more time avoiding tackles than actually playing rugby, I will never regret the sport I played at school. Playing competitive sport should be a priority for
any Mount Kellian.
2) Be in a School Play — Hours spent learning lines, frustrated directors, and months of rehearsals what’s not to like? Despite being famously uncool, I have been in every senior school play since I was in
the 3rd form. From the most minor of roles to the captain of the USS Albatross, each year is a new experience. I have no idea if I’ll ever be in a play after I leave school, but I’m glad I took the opportunity while I
was here.
3) Play Music — Again, because I’m incredibly cool, I have been in the choir since I was in the 1st form.
Learning to sing is a life skill that I personally will cherish, and I know many other choristers feel the same.
Ever since a few friends and I received a standing ovation for our ensemble performance in the House Music competition as first years, I have considered that event to be one of the highlights of the year. Again,
learning to play an instrument is a life skill that you will never regret investing your time into.
4) Make the Most of Your Surroundings — This year I will compete in the final Ten Tors event, walking
55 miles across Dartmoor in two days. Although certain training walks have driven me to temporarily hate
Dartmoor, Ten Tors still remains a great way to appreciate the beauty of the place that surrounds Mount
Kelly.
5) Exams — If you have time after all that, then working towards a GCSE or two could help you later on.

Pictured left, the 1st XI Hockey boys after their victories against
Wellsway and West Buckland schools last weekend.

“Excellent”, I cried. “Elementary”, said he.
—Sixth Formers indulge in new, practical skills.
They may not be able to add numbers together, they might not know the difference between a “simile” and a
“metaphor”, but I’ll be damned if they can’t sew a button onto cuff. In recent weeks, sixth form pupils have participated in a stimulating programme to enrich their hands-on life skills. While there was initial worry as to whether sewing
needles would be weaponised, or uncooked ingredients unsafely digested, the pupils have made significant progress. A pupil remarked, “Once you pick up the sewing needle you’ll never put it down—it’s hilariously addictive!”
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Conflict: A Virus
without a Cure?
Conflict. I would like to touch on the scale of conflict, the effect
it has on the environment and finally the reasons for conflict.
Contrary to popular belief, humans are incredibly stupid. Almost all complex species on the planet experience some kind
of conflict, but only on a small scale - usually fighting for a mate. The consequences of this type of conflict are rarely above a
single fatality. Humans, however, are different.
Firstly, we are the only species who have created conflict on
the sheer scale we see around the world today. There has not
been a time without a war somewhere in the world since the
start of WWII, and as for a time without conflict... Well, I don't
believe that has ever existed. But however disconnected from
this we feel, People are dying. Every single minute, 2 people
die as a result of a conflict somewhere in the world. That is
twelve lives lost during my speech.. The scale is, I'm afraid,
undeniable and inexcusable.
Not only do we destroy human life, we also destroy the very
environment that we rely on. This is slightly different. For this
we have our intelligence to blame. I know I have just called us
stupid but we are intelligent in other ways: in science, in
maths... we work things out. And this knowledge and understanding of chemistry and physics has allowed to develop
weapons - knives, guns, tanks, artillery, planes, nuclear bombs... The list is endless. Although we are clever for doing all this, we
remain utterly idiotic at the same time, as when we use our weapons to destroy our enemies, we take their surroundings with
them. This means that land is left useless for years to come; the same land we rely on, and the same land we most likely were
fighting over in the first place. Now do you see where I'm coming from? Just look at minefields for example: acres of land left
utterly useless, and impassable, and I need not comment on the toll nuclear weapons could have. Once again, I am going to
compare us to Other species - and we see that no other species reaps this kind of destruction on their habitat. Ok, they don’t
have the means, I hear you say. But can you honestly use that as an excuse? If we have the capacity to develop these weapons, we should be able to use them sensibly.

You just have to look around the world today to see what a big part of human life conflict is, and how barbaric we can be as a
species. Take Syria for example, a country torn by conflict in a battle that has pulled in the rest of the world. For a war that started in anti-government protests in 2011, the situation has spiralled out of control. Isis have capitalized on the chaos, taking a firm
grasp on many regions. In The 5 year civil war, nearly 250,000 have been killed, and more than 11 million forced to flee their
home, that is more than half the population.
Now, you may be wondering what kind of a conclusion I'm going to draw. I started my speech talking about a virus like no other:
the deadly virus of Conflict. Pessimistic as it may sound for a 15 year old boy to say, I believe we are the ones spreading it. It is
us who are the problem.
Humans, it seems, have a primordial hunger for conflict. We have developed at an incredible rate, but our instincts haven't, leading us to reap destruction and grief on the world around us. If this is true, it's a problem that I'll exist as long as we do.
Finishing with a quote from Harry patch, the soldier who survived longest after WW1. 'War is legalized murder, and nothing else.'
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become a single market with most members adopting the Euro
as its currency and all nations participating in a European Parliament and also allows goods and people to move around
without any restrictions. In essence this is what makes the European Union a union.
Britain, it has been argued, has always benefitted from the European Union. Multinational businesses stand to gain more as
it easier for them to move money, people and products around
the world. For example, instead of having a shipment of goods
being stopped at each border from Britain to Latvia it is possible to drive a truck from Dover to Riga without being stopped at
all, making shipments quicker and cheaper. Supporters of staying in the EU also argue that the free flow of immigrants also
benefits the country. Most, they argue are young and keen to
work, this in turn fuels economic growth and helps pay for public services. These arguments suggest that Britain's status in
the world would be damaged by leaving and that we are more
secure as part of the bloc.
On the other hand there are calls to leave the European Union,
most notably from the UK Independence Party, or ‘UKIP’, who
head the ‘Brexit’ campaign. The campaigners believe that Britain is bound by the EU which they say imposes too many rules
on business and charges billions of pounds a year in membership fees for little in return. One of the main principles of EU
membership is “free movement", which means you don't need
to get a visa to go and live in another EU country. Those in favour of us leaving argue for change and call for Britain to take
back full control of its borders and reduce the number of people
coming here to work, taking away jobs from British citizens.
Finally they argue that as the European Union grows ever more united it takes away national identity and imposes a “United
States of Europe” on us.
Feeling confused as to who you should support? You’re not alone. While the Conservative Party has pledged to stay neutral in
this campaign there are many Tories who have their own personal opinions. Prime Minister David Cameron has publicly backed
the EU alongside six of his cabinet, and the Labour Party, SNP, Plaid Cymru and the Lib Dems are all in favour of staying in.
They are opposed by UKIP, about half of all Conservative MPs in the House of Commons, including five cabinet ministers, and
several Labour MPs. Whatever you do, don’t sit on the fence. With the chance to make history any British, Irish and Commonwealth citizens over eighteen who are resident in the UK and registered should vote. If that includes you, go down to the polling
station on the 23rd of June and vote either yes or no.
So would Britain be better in or out? The choice is in your hands. Leaving the EU will be undoubtedly difficult and will take time
to implement, but will it pay off in the long run? That choice will forever reverberate through history. Seize this opportunity.

Urgent Appeal for Organ
Transplant: Mount Kelly
Chapel Organ subject to
‘grim malaise’——

College staff and local organ tuners are appealing to anyone with
the capability and good heartedness to donate a lung for the ailing Mount Kelly Chapel Organ. After a suspicious, yet not totally
disastrous, loss of main power to the Chapel Organ, several
weeks ago, the Electronic air pumping instrument has entered
into what experts have described as a ‘grim malaise’.
The Music Department issued a statement on the ongoing
search for donors: “It’s on the dialysis machine; it’s vital signs are
stable, but an organ without pipes and air, is no organ at all!” —The Senior Leadership Team has declined to comment.
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I was striding
down to the bursary
with an aim of purchasing my “Summer
Ball” ticket, when I
began to ponder the
ways in which this
year would be different to the ball last
year. What’s more,
how will it compare
to the “Fifth Form Ball” held to celebrate the end of GCSEs? Romantic filmography has famed the latter all
over the world, with the Brits now imitating our Trans-Atlantic cousins by using the term “prom” – merely
mentioning the word touches the hearts of teenage girls in their thousands, whilst bringing trauma upon
those that were less fortunate. But the question that I was quietly trying to answer involved the significance
of such a term; does a period of 12 months really represent the transformation from a dramatized occasion
of social status to a mature and traditional send off for our Sixth Form? I guess this is a perceptible difference created by the persona of the terms “prom” and “ball”.

The Transition To Adulthood: School Proms and
Summer Balls

The word “prom” originates from promenade, which means a formal dance. In this sense, it is synonymous
to its nemesis, suggesting no difference in the occasions. Thus perhaps I have to look deeper; it could be
the sheer fact that “prom” is an abbreviation of promenade, hinting that those using the term care not for
concision and are still bound by the ways of childhood. At first, this point seems contradictory as an abbreviation is indeed concise, but it is the laziness surrounding it that mimics their common text-speak at other
times. Perhaps then, “prom” is the time that teenagers begin to associate with adult events, but still do not
do so in a ripe manner. This comes with the term “ball”, as the Rio Carnival-Themed occasion will also host
parents; the members of our Sixth Form are truly making the transformation to adult-hood, not just in their
diary, but with all the emotions and integrity that come with it.

‘Poor Parking Competition’—winners
announced!
In addition to a host of other rewards, including venerable full hockey colours, pupils
from the Upper Sixth (pictured right) were
congratulated last week on their high scores
in a recent contest to ignore the college Parade Ground’s parking lines, and obstruct
other road users. Some drivers succeeded
in obstructing the entrance and exit to the
car park itself, while others took on the difficult challenge of parking over as many white
lines as possible. The winners will proceed
to the next round, where they shall tackle
the larger Tavistock Meadowlands car park.
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Everyman’s field of vision for the
limits of the world.
I have little doubt that the great representatives of history’s finest achievements - the rhetorical Ciceronian masterminds, the Napoleonic military geniuses, the political tricksters of the Disraelian mould, the humble reformers of Luther King, all of them together – would look upon
contemporary society as suffering a malaise, straying from the embodiment of the human soul.
It is a regularly spun, common tale, inciting the annoyance of those it defaces: that the cultural
sophistication of society is marred in some way, by technological encroachment and the globalisation phenomenon. Indeed, history’s greatest leaders might argue that their own epochs are
humanity’s best offering, but, as it is said, they would all share in a common loathing of degenerate 21st century society.
Perhaps, for these famous men and women, it is a loathing of modern diversity – the concept of
‘value’ has lost meaning to the masses, but achieved an important place in the individual. An
impressively resolute sense of self-determination, which, next to the regimentation of an older
society, would seem anarchist and directionless.
Perhaps it is an acute lack of society’s historical interest. The ‘high’ cultural pursuits – language, art, music – which impart knowledge not only of an intellectual sort, but educate a
measure of sagacious wisdom about the morals of the human condition, are seemingly irrelevant to a society which has abandoned its dichotomous ethical perceptions.
Ultimately, past generations might wish to throw off a feeling of profound bleakness and cynicism propagated by a high level of societal consciousness. With the faults of great men exposed, and the seedy underbelly of society grimly portrayed yet paradoxically tolerated, the old
guard of the British —indeed any— national identity – might prefer the white-washed community of censorship, where men in chains, living in contextualised, tragic nonchalance, cannot perceive their own imprisonment; “to know nothing” for them, “is the happiest life”.
The act of contrasting is, however, a dangerous one: it’s frequently meaningless. For there are
some critical elements of the human story that play over and over again – those that defy progress and change, making up just one facet of the body of reactionary humankind. But I prefer
to think of the twenty-first century as a harbinger for an amazing future prospect. Human spiritual evolution has, in history, hitherto expanded and improved, and our willingness to throw off
mythology yet keep our faith, and the ability to realise our inadequacies yet keep purpose is the
unique gift of our times. Our future transcendence may be won at the price of heritage, but not
in spite of it – for we shrug off the past, and inherit history’s achievements to reform them, and
respect them as they fade into the cloud of our innate curiosity. In the end, I’ll choose not the
excesses of radical optimism, but the moderation of hope that uses history not to invite summary comparison, but, as Du Bois considered, to “Believe in Life”.
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Billy Allen, Editor (pictured left in disguise)
Co-editors: Will Bennett, Harry Dunlop
Valuable Contributors:
“The EU Referendum” by Jonathan Leung
“Things to do at Mount Kelly” by Will Bennett
“Conflict” by Ted Jenks
“Summer Balls and Promenades” by Harry Dunlop
“To Compare History” by Billy Allen

Calling all Journalists, Humorists, Artists,
Writers, Studyers, Sportsmen,
Musicians—or
anyone with a
story to share:
The Cloister Magazine
needs your valuable,
exciting contributions.
And getting involved is
really simple — write
about something you
enjoy or feel strongly
about, and get in touch
with Billy Allen, Will
Bennett or Harry Dunlop to see it published.

